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It's an unprecedantal disaster in Haiti,for which I have an extremely
serious view on the evil of America(CIA,military & industry complex).
http://www.777true.net/EARTH-QUAKE-WEAPON-by-USA.Pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9QtZkT8OBQ
http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/haarp.htm
⑴In 1995/1/17,M7.3 earthquake attacked on Hanshin-Awaji regeon in Japan,
⑵and 2010/1/12,M7.0 earthquake attacked on Haiti,
⑶both when new goverment of democratic regime came on with new policy in Japan.
⑷ Notable fact at 2010/1/15 is that corrupted Tokyo district prececutor
connecting with CIA since after the war had brutaly and simuletaneously arrested
even 3 important subordinate of Mr Ozawa who is main actor in establishing new
regime(pseudo Coupdetat).Then also corrupted media made big flame up propaganda
against Ozawa.In preceeding these events,DPJ made remarkable work called "Jigyoshiwake" which blamed long period political and administrative corruptions in
beurocrat system and the relative.Most of Japanese people were very frightend
and wellcame with joy.Consequently the corrupted establihsed beurocrat power
connecting CIA since end of the war made their mind to make political suicide
attacking on Ozawa and his groupe by flame up propagand through corrupted media.
After the war,the long dictator-shipp of LDP with hidden CIA fascism operation
had been occupying Japan.Then encoutering the Haiti disaster,we Japanese could
not help remind the nightmare in 1995/1/17 at new JSD goverment by Mr Murayama.
⑸It's too synchronous in seasonal times.Those are evidents threatening for
democrat movement on Japan,Asia and Southern American nations,which are not
necessary in favour of American foregin policy.In the condition of allowing
such evil acts,any nation could establish own free democratic regime against
USA,and also not evade the unprecedental future disaster called global abrupt
climate change with possibility of supreme extinction of all of life on earth.
American be awaken and judge the own extreme evil in America!!.

⑹Haiti is a historically admirable nation establishing the first independent
republic regime by Afro-people(1791),however due to its singular terrain,they
always have been encountering various inteferences by the evil American
imperialism,which has been found in also in Asia and Latain America in the
past(the operation Condor).Never intefere our acts for the real change for
betterness.See our scientifical phylosophy and the trying.
⑺Then note that the first and now Afro-American president in USA is Barack
Obama.Did he-himself do such cruel and absurd attack on Haiti ???.No,maybe,no
it's an unprecedental crime by the hiddenn and disobedient ultra-right wings
in CIA & Pentagon,who has been conspiring new world order in the view of
white supremacsism.Once they had killed even own nation president Kennedy.
In media photographes,they made a stress on Haitian riot on seeking food and
water.However in such unprecedental situation,anyone would becom so.It was
also pointed out in hell New-Orleans in the massive huricane Katrina attack.
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/science/article1480669.ece
⑻Then Obama goverment could be said nothing governance ability on evil them.
This is due to lack of blaming on the outrageous brutal goverment by Bush the
former president era of own playing terror 9/11 and illegal-brutal invasion on
Afganistan and Iraque. Ofcourse this is also due to indulgence of the world
wide public opinion who saw facts and made scilence on those.
⑼It is nothing without "scilence with whisper rumour in our behind" that is to
make up most unfavorable situation against political threatening on us by
Earthquake Weapon by USA.
⑽We must disclose and discuss toward the world public opinion icluding USAthemselves,and act against USA for this outrageous threatening.
⑾Because,it is nothing without a war without war declearation.
According to M.Gandhi,we could make resistance against USA by disobedience
(breaking diplomatic relation with USA,no buying,abolishing militaly base in
abroad,etc).But we make cooperation with those who blame own evil USA.

⑿The first step to victory would become actuall only when we could make
independence from usa and cooperation with other world wide nations by
various reforming for ways of life<the world emergent tasks>.
⒀The final step to victory would be American democratizing revolution.
⒜American has been considering ownself the first class people by the ability
and wealth.However it's entirely an illusion conspired by their master.The
world people is equall. The proof is our current work,but interfered by CIA.
⒝American never be known the real science(mathematics,physics,economy,......).
⒞American never be known the real cause of their birth and their final
disasterous destiny if current situation be prolonged.(cosmology&geo-science)
⒟American never be known the real will of God＝people must do co-live。
⒢All the necessary facts on future surviving has been hidden by the master.
It's a final heroic work left for American prisoner to liberate America from
the tyrant master.
Save Haitian an others for their well-being
by global solidarity with the truthes.

